That Puppet Advent App
That Puppet Advent App is being designed to provide for you and the family with a Christian advent
calendar with daily video clips explaining the truth behind Christmas, the nativity and other aspects of
Christian message, through song, drama, craft, cracker jokes, puzzles and illusions!

The puppets (performing as teachers) form a serial story around- Little Puddle Primary School's misadvent-ure through advent and their coping with it - finding out themselves all sorts of new things along
the way.

All this delivers a friendly and entertaining way for your family to enjoy the countdown to Christmas this
coming year. So remember to download the app and join in the fun.

PROGRESS SINCE LAST CHRISTMAS!!!
Since last advent, when we launched our crowd

So as you will appreciate we are working hard to

funding Kickstarter campaign (in an attempt to

keep this as well as our other children’s work on

raise some funds for the project and to

track. Your support by way of prayer is always

demonstrate what we can do as well as use this

appreciated, as we can only do this in His

as a platform for building interest in the project

strength. If you want to find out more about the

ready for the full launch this year!) We have been

project, the please check out our

working hard to ensure we have the script, set

website www.thatadventpuppetapp.org.uk, where

and vocals and a plan in place to ensure we

you can find links to our videos, see our puppet

launch this year.

staff and donate to this project.

This year’s program is packed full to ensure we

We thank God for watching over all involved in

create the clips, build the app and get the app

the project and are happy to say we already seen

tested and approval ready for the

many answered prayers as God has provided

December launch. We are pleased to say we now

willing people who have aided us in set

have the full draft script for the daily advent

construction, voice-overs and puppeteering so

puppet clips written. We have a few vocal artists

far. We trust that He will continue to provide all

on board for the puppet voices and have started

the needs for this project and goes before us to

building the set. Alongside this we have people

prepare the way to and to touch many life’s

on board working through the technicalities of the
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app creating and presentation as well as a
graphic designer working on the artwork.
We are also working with a chap out in the
Philippines who will be supporting us over the
coming months with communications and
advertising to ensure our message reaches as
many as possible this advent.

Introducing Mrs. Dorothy Furkins
Mrs Furkins is a busy secretary who worked in a bank before she had
children (who are all now all grown). She's always bright and breezy – and
ready to help out. She loves surfing the internet and will undertake online
research for any of the staff who asks – a little too keen at times. She has
the ability to handle any troubled phone calls from parents worried about
their children. She can be an 'agony aunt to the staff too. She has a first
aid certificate and is ready to use it. She has her suspicions over the
caretaker, but can͛ t prove anything yet. Always about the place, but mainly
around reception. She has served as secretary at St Peters in the Water
now for 10 years.

Jomel Caspe
My name is Jomel Caspe. I am from the Philippines. I am a National Staff
of the Chi Alpha Philippines, a Campus Ministry of the Assemblies of God.
As a student/campus missionary, financial support is very important to me
as it is one way for me to meet the financial needs of the ministry, and God
was gracious enough for bringing Daniel Cole and Alistair Mitchell as they
are supporting me financially in return of the support I am giving. I am
working 15 hours every week on the “That Advent Puppet Calendar”
project. I thank God for using Daniel and Alistair who gave me this
opportunity to work for them in which I have learn many things I haven’t
done before and at the same I was able to support my family and the work
that God has entrusted.

NEEDS:
We are in need for 3/4 size set furniture for the puppet sets. If you are in the south
east or local to Sevenoaks and have any of the following we could have then please
let us know:• Old small Lockers
• Notice boards
• Trophy cabinet
We are also looking for more willing puppeteers that would be available between
the 14th to 30th May who would be able to travel to the place of filming in the
Sevenoaks, Kent area.

Donate Now!!!
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